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Abstract
Failure of transformer is very complex, dissolved Gas in Oil Analysis (DGA) is presently the easier and simpler way 
for fault diagnosis of oil-immersed transformers.The correct selection of features of dissolved gas data can improve 
efficiency of transformer fault diagnosis. SVM is more effective than traditional methematic model to discribe the 
type of fault of transformer.As for the problem of difficulty of determining parameters in SVM applications, genetic 
algorithm (GA) was used to select SVM parameters. The test results show that this GA-SVM model is effective to
detect failure of transformer.
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1. Introduction
Transformer, as a most important part in power supply system, can put the reliability of power supply 
and the safe operation of electrical system in an entire electricity network into great danger. Dissolved 
Gas in Oil Analysis (DGA) is presently the easier and simpler way for fault diagnosis of oil-immersed 
transformers. The method requires no understanding of transformers’ complicated internal structure in 
depth. It is only needed to analyze the actual data of dissolved gas in oil of a transformer to obtain the 
current working status of the transformer. Therefore, the correct selection of features of dissolved gas data 
can improve efficiency of transformer fault diagnosis. In recent years, many methods, like expert systems, 
artificial nerve network, and fuzzy inference, etc., have been applied in transformer fault diagnosis and 
achieved greatly[1]-[4]. However, expert systems have difficult to gain complete knowledge and should 
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improve explicit quality of system rules as well as system robustness; artificial nerve networks have the 
problem of slow convergence rate and are easy to fall into local extremum; fuzzy clustering analysis is 
hard to ensure the reasonability of its classification when analyzing DGA data with high dimension and 
strong de-centrality. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [5] was proposed by Vapnik, etc., based on 
structural risk minimization in Statistic Learning Theory. In order to improve popularization capability of 
learning machine, searching for global optimal solution can achieve good performance. Supporting 
Vector Machine shows its unique advantages to solve small number of samples, non-linear and high 
dimensional pattern identification. There should be good perspective if SVM is applied in transformer 
fault diagnosis. As for the problem of difficulty of determining parameters in SVM applications, this 
paper uses genetic algorithm (GA) to select SVM parameters and proposes SVM transformer fault 
diagnosis based on parameter optimization. 
2. Supporting Vector Machine Principle 
The SVM theory for classification is illustrated in Fig.1, H refers to separating hyperplane, and the so-
called optimal separating line means to realize the maximum margin on the premise of separating the two 
types correctly. When separation under current dimensional space is infeasible, you can map it to a high-
dimensional space and then calculate hyperplane H through kernel function.
Fig.1 Optimal separating hyperplane
2.1. SVM Optimal Separating Hyperplane
If there is a sample set satisfying:
( ) { }1,1,,,,1,, −+∈∈= idiii yRxniyx  When the optimal separating hyperplane cannot separate the 
two points completely while hoping to obtain a balance between empiric risk and generalization ability, a 
relaxation factor ε is introduced:
nibxy iii ,1,01])[( =≥+−+⋅ εω                           (1)
When 10 << iε , sample point ix can be classified correctly; but when 1≥iε , the classification of 
sample point ix is error, so an error classification penalty coefficient C is introduced.
When the data is linear inseparable, the input can be mapped into a high-dimensional space for 
classification. According to the related functional theory, the dot product calculation in high-dimensional 
space can be transformed into a kernel function ),( ii xxK in low-dimensional space on the premise of 
satisfying Mercer condition.
A Lagrange function (Lagrange multiplier: 0≥ia ) is introduced: 
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Solving the following quadratic programming problem:
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A classification function can be obtained: 
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where *ia refers to optimal solution, 
*
ib refers to classification threshold and )( xxK i ⋅ is a kernel 
function. 
2.2. Kernel Function Type
There are three kinds of Common-used kernel function:
Polynomial:  qii xxxxK ]1),[(),( +=
RBF:    
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2.3. SVM classification algorithm
1. One-to-many classification algorithm
This method constructs k SVM classifiers for all k types of samples.  Each classification has the 
data of one type as its positive type, and others as its negative type. Trial samples are put into k clusters 
to determine the type of the samples. Obviously one-to-many algorithm has data skew, that is, the data of 
the negative type is more than that of the positive type. 
2. One-to-one classification algorithm
This method constructs a SVM classifier by any two types of samples in the k types of samples, in 
total of 
2
)( lkk −
classifiers. Then trial samples vote and the classifier having most votes is the winner, 
that is, the classification of the samples. 
3. DAGSVM algorithm
The algorithm combines SVM and decision tree. The procedure is similar to one-to-one classification 
algorithm, which is to construct binary classifier. The difference is that binary acyclic digraph is used in 
the procedure. 
4. Tree Supporting Vector Machine Multi-classification
It is similar to construct a binary tree. From the root node, SVM classifies the node into two types, and 
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then carries out classification for sub-types until only one type is left. The number of SVM used in the 
method is relatively small.
3. SVM Parameter Optimization
3.1. GA algorithm
GA is a global optimization based on natural selection and natural genetics, using three basic gene 
operations – reproduction, cross over and mutation – to calculate extremum for multi-variable functions. 
Genetic algorithm is to implement operations on individuals in a population. It does not directly deal with 
parameters in domain space, but processes individuals of chromosome (Gene chain encoding) instead. 
Simulating that organisms show different vitality depending on organisms’ fitness, the fitness of 
chromosome is determined. Larger the fitness is, the higher possibility the chromosome is being selected 
so that a benign population can be reserved. The individuals in the population can be optimized 
generation by generation and gradually approach optimization. 
Main genetic operators are: selection, cross over and mutation. 
Selection: To select according to the value of fitness of each individual. The individual with higher 
fitness has bigger probability to be inherited by the population of next generation. The individual with 
lower fitness has smaller probability to be inherited by the population of next generation. So the fitness of 
individuals in the population can constantly get closer to optimization. 
Cross-over, also called regrouping: To select two individuals from the initial population and exchange 
the value of some locus of two individuals. Cross-over operator can generate a progeny and the progeny 
inherits basic features from its parent. And diversity is added to the progeny. 
Mutation: To randomly change the locus values in an individual’s encoding string with small 
probability. 
3.2. GA parameter selection
In GA, the running parameters needed to be determined include mainly the size of population, cross-
over probability, mutation probability, and termination algebra. These parameters have great impact on 
the running performance of GA and must be selected carefully. The initial size of the population – psize –
is set to be 40 with the maximum algebra - maxgen - set to 50, crossover probability – pc –set to 0.8, and 
mutation probability – pm –set to 0.05.
3.3. SVM parameter optimization
Using GA to optimize SVM parameters, the paper chooses the Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the 
kernel function.
Step1: System initialization, including parameters and initial population;
Step2: Calculate initial objective function value; 
Step3: Make decision on whether the termination condition is met. If yes, output the result, or go to 
Step4;
Step4:Calculation, crossover and mutation of fitness value;
Step5:Calculate the objective function value of progeny, then use the progeny as the population and go 
to Step3.
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4. Transformer fault diagnosis model
4.1. Feature selection for Dissolved Gas in Oil in Transformer Diagnosis
DGA is an easier and more effective method for oil-immersed transformer fault diagnosis. The main 
parameters include 2H , 4CH , 42 HC , 62 HC , 22 HC , etc. The common way is to directly map these 
feature values to classification domain for analysis. It lacks the analysis for closeness of association 
between each kind of gas and the types of fault, and has its blindness. It is because it is important for fault 
classification to find the parameters that can show distinct difference between different faults, not to focus 
on data integrity description. Therefore, it is necessary to extract representative features of faults from 
those parameters so as to improve the accuracy of fault classification. 
Fig. 2 Transformer Fault Diagnosis Model
In the circumstance of distinguishing between normal and fault, the paper uses Preventive Test Code
for Electric Power Equipment [6] as its criteria. However, it is complicated to put in actual 
implementation. This paper starts from the value of dissolved gas in oil and then determines if there exists 
a fault or not. IEC Three-ratio encoding is more effective to detect latent faults in early stage in actual 
applications [7]. The parameters of 4222 HCHC overlaps in small range [8], during the faults like 
discharging and overheating. Using this parameter to determine whether a transformer is over heated or 
has discharging fault can have the accuracy as high as 96%. The accuracy gets lower when other 
parameters are introduced. Therefore, this paper uses the parameters of 4222 HCHC to diagnose 
discharging and overheating faults.
4.2. Diagnosis model generation
Using Tree SVM Multi-classification, there are 3 SVM classifiers for monitoring five working status: 
normal, high-energy discharge, low-energy discharge, high-temperature overheating, and medium and 
low temperature overheating. The diagnosis procedure is as following, 
DGA data is sent to SVM-1 after being normalized and then to be classified into normal status and 
fault status. The data classified as being fault is given 4222 HCHC parameter decision. The parameter 
value is analyzed by using 0.1 as classification threshold recommended by Improved Three-ratio method 
which is more reasonable than using 0.5 as threshold in Rogers’s Ratio. The 4222 HCHC parameter lower 
than 0.1 is determined to have an overheating fault, and the data enters SVM-2 classifier to be classified 
into high temperature overheating and medium-and-low temperature overheating. And the 4222 HCHC
parameter higher than 0.1 is determined to have a discharge fault and the data enters SVM-3 classifier to 
be classified into high-energy discharge and low-energy discharge..
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5. Simulation results
Essentially, This paper uses 193 of transformers’ historic status data as samples, among which 21 are 
examples in normal status, 41 in medium and low temperature fault status, 33 in high-temperature 
overheating fault status, 36 in low-energy discharge fault status, and 62 in high-energy discharge fault 
status.The number of train and test data was shown in tab.1.
Under the running environment of MATLAB6.5, the average of parameter optimization is 7.92s with 
diagnosis total accuracy of the validation set as high as 92.0792%.The accuracy and best value of 
parameter c and g in SVM1-3 was shown in tab.2.
Tab.3 give the Comparison of diagnostic results among IEC three ratios , BPNN, GA-SVM.
Table 1. The training and checking sample sets of states
Normal
Fault
High-temp 
Overheating
Medium and Low 
temp overheating
High-energy 
discharge
Low-energy 
discharge
Number of Train data 10 15 21 30 16
Number of Test data 11 18 20 32 20
Table 2. Optimal parameters of GA-SVM and Classification accuracy
Best c value Best g value accuracy Total accuracy
SVM1 3.4294 82.4201 97.0296%
92.0792%SVM2 31.5890 7.3625 92.1053%
SVM3 25.9668 0.3378 96.1538%
Table 3. Comparison of diagnostic results
IEC three ratios BPNN GA-SVM
Accuracy rate% 79.2079 84.1584 92.0792
6. Conclusion
SVM can solve the problem of multi-classification for small number of samples and non-linear data in 
a fairly good way, applicable in transformer oil chromatography fault diagnosis. The paper uses GA to 
study transformer fault diagnosis after finding the optimized c and g parameters in SVM. GA adopts 
encoding mechanism to randomly generate initial population so as to quickly extend space for searching 
and stabilize individuals’ diversity in the population. The method effectively improves global searching 
capability and convergence rate. The analysis result of experiments for transformer fault diagnosis shows 
that GA can effectively implement optimization selection for c and g parameters in SVM algorithm and 
improve accuracy of transformer fault diagnosis.
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